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BELOW AREA WHAT I CONSIDER IMPORTANT PRICE POINTS 
TO WATCH. 

Posted on 4/23/2014 6:50:31 AM 

  

Higher for rough rice, corn,  Minneapolis, Kansas City and Chicago wheat while lower for soybeans, 
soybean meal and soybean rice. I keep stating that we all know the world supply of wheat is large but that 
hadn't stopped the wheat March when this complex started retracing down. We all know the long term 
wheat complex direction has been lower but the next question should be where from here?  Wheat 
was moving higher in a 45 degree angle since the beginning of February and the its retracement began. 
I'm going to give my opinion of which price areas to keep an eye on for the longer term. I feel Minneapolis 
needs to hold the 700 area, KC 720 and Chicago 660.  For now, as long as these price areas hold, wheat 
complex should be alright no matter what I or anyone else thinks. The Minneapolis/ KC spreads continue 
to chop around in while in a long term down trend. I still need a close over -15 cents for a possible buy 
signal basis the July contracts. CALL FOR DETAILS! Finally, we have to keep an eye on the Ukraine 
situation but I don't feel wheat will be affected long term over this. Oats had its best close in eight 
sessions1 1/2 weeks having held its nearest support but I'm looking at 340 (July) and 380 (July)for a 
direction if either one gets penetrated along with closes below and above respectively. Meanwhile, I 
prefer to stand aside unless I get a Rick's pick signal. They're still in an uptrend overall but looking 
somewhat toppy. The 400 area remains important to hold psychologically. Corn had a strong close but is 
difficult for me to trade at this time. Still, it has been in an uptrend since January. I'm first watching 480 
and 515 for breakouts to get a possible confirmed direction. Also, corn has impressively rallied and held 
most of its gains since the beginning of March in spite of drastically reduced cattle and hog herds. Don't 
forget around 75% of corn goes into feed down from 85% before ethanol was thrust upon us. The bean 
complex settled lower for its third consecutive session all in support areas and looking strong, especially 
the former two. The bean's (July) nearest support is under 1435 but I'm more concerned about holding 
the 1400 area while the meal's (July) is below 450 and 420. Oil continues to lag far behind the beans and 
meal but has been held up thanks to them and doesn't excite me for a position in either direction at this 
time. BUY SIGNALS FOR MINNEAPOLIS, KANSAS CITY AND CHICAGO WHEAT LONG WITH OATS, 
CORN, SOYBEANS, SOYBEAN MEAL AND SOYBEAN OIL. CALL FOR DETAILS.  For additional 
charts, quotes, news, commentary & more sign-up for a FREE 30-day trial to Market head.Com. 
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